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The Best 10 Reasons To Fire, Not Hire, A Car Accident Lawyer in California

The best car accident lawyer in California quite clearly does not have any of these
character profiles or tendencies. Consequently, these would not be considered to be your ten
best reasons to hire a car accident lawyer. They’re reasons to fire a car accident attorney. Here
are our best ten.
1. He always looks like he slept all night on the beach.
2. He’s always on “vacation” at one rehab center or another.
3. His office is in the back of a strip club.
4. He mumbles to himself a lot.
5. His office is filled with memorabilia from his stays in the psych ward.
6. The cops are looking to arrest him.
7. You’ve seen him panhandling outside the mall in town.
8. He’s always smoking some funny smelling hand-rolled cigarettes in his office.
9. His “girlfriend” doesn’t look like she’s over 18.
10. He can never remember who you are.
If you’ve been the victim of a car, motorcycle, truck, pedestrian, bicycle, or auto
accident, lost a loved one in a wrongful death or been the victim of a dog bite or animal attack,
you can visit our website at http://www.SebastianGibsonLaw.com for more information and call
us at any of the numbers easily found on our website.
At the law firm of Sebastian Gibson, we don’t seek to take cases from other attorneys. If
you’re having difficulties with your current car accident attorney, the first thing you should do is
request a meeting and let him or her know your concerns. Ask to see your file. You may find
out that he or she is actually doing a good job. Or you may not.
On the other hand, if your attorney refuses to meet with you much less return your phone
calls, and if you’ve lost all trust in your car accident lawyer, you may have no alternative but to
change attorneys.
If you’re already in litigation, don’t fire your attorney until you’ve lined up a replacement
lawyer. You may have difficulty finding a lawyer who will take your case once it’s in litigation.
Many attorneys won’t take cases that have already been filed in court. Our firm feels the same
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way. The reason for this reluctance is that no attorney wants a case that has been mishandled,
especially if it has been mishandled in the litigation phase.
If your claim hasn’t yet gone into litigation and its become clear to you that you can no
longer continue with your current lawyer, you may want to consider this fact. If your attorney
quits, he or she isn’t entitled to any portion of the attorney fees from your settlement.
Consequently, it will be easier for you to find another lawyer if that lawyer doesn’t have to
eventually split his or her fee with your former attorney.
On the other hand, if you fire your current attorney, any new lawyers you contact will
weigh whether or not your case has sufficient value to make it worthwhile for them to become
involved if they have to eventually split their fee with your former attorney.
What this means is that it will be beneficial to your ability to find a new lawyer if you can
convince your current attorney to quit. An attorney formally quits by sending you a letter that he
is declining to represent you any further. If you are in litigation, an attorney can withdraw only
by filing a substitution of attorney replacing himself or herself with you or with your new
attorney.
Having made a mistake with the first attorney you hired, you now need to know how to
avoid making the same mistake twice. You can’t afford to hire a second bad attorney for your
case. But what makes a good attorney from a bad one?
Contrary to popular belief, it’s not his or her skills in the courtroom. It’s his or her
personal communication skills. A good attorney returns every client’s phone calls as soon as he
or she is able to. A bad attorney ignores his clients’ calls when he or she thinks they don’t need
to talk to him or her. An attorney with good communication skills, both in how he talks and
listens to you, and how he or she can write, will likely be just as good in court as he or she is in
his office and on the phone.
A good attorney is meticulous and organized. A good attorney can still have an office
that’s messy, but your file had better be well organized or it will be very unlikely he or she can
prepare a thorough and complete evaluation of your case with copies of all the medical bills and
records, wage loss documentation, car damage photos and estimates, witness statements (if
necessary), the police report and police photos (if any) and a well-written demand letter from
four to twenty pages in length, the length of which depends mostly upon the volume of medical
records and the severity of your injuries. A bad attorney almost certainly won’t be conscientious
or sufficiently organized to prepare anything close to a good demand package for the insurance
company and as a result, the settlement offer the insurance company makes on your case will
reflect this.
A good car accident attorney will be experienced in negotiating car accident settlements.
He or she will also be good at negotiating the medical liens and any amounts that have to be paid
out of your settlement for your medical treatment. A bad attorney will recommend that you take
the first or second offer an insurance adjuster makes on your case and will also think that you
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have to pay your medical liens and any medical bill balances dollar for dollar, when in reality,
they can often be reduced substantially.
A bad attorney screams and yells at insurance adjusters, putting themselves on the
adjuster’s mental list of attorneys they least want to talk to. A good attorney is respectful, even
when disagreeing with an insurance adjuster’s evaluation of a case, and persuasive in presenting
your claim because he knows all of the details having written a thorough demand letter to get the
best settlement possible.
A bad attorney leaves all of the above to his or her staff of secretaries, clerks and
paralegals while he or she does other things. A good attorney does virtually all of the legal work
himself, leaving just some of the typing to his secretaries and just the research to his law clerks
or paralegals (and many good attorneys won’t even delegate the research) while preparing the
demand package letter and talking with the insurance adjusters himself or herself.
Most of all, a good attorney is personable. He or she has a sense of humor and is able to
make you feel comfortable and even smile. You can relate to him or her just as he or she can
relate to you. He neither brags nor needs to. He or she has a quiet confidence and a winning
personality. Most of all, you feel like he or she could be someone you’d want to call your friend.
At the law firm of Sebastian Gibson we return every client’s phone call as soon as it
comes in, or if we are in court, as soon as we return to the office. There are no secretaries
writing demand letters, returning the calls made by clients wanting to speak to the attorney and
no staff member talks to an insurance company adjuster in place of Sebastian Gibson.
Attorney Sebastian Gibson has obtained millions of dollars in settlements and multiple
million dollar settlements and has over thirty years of experience.
We believe that you hired an attorney for your car accident case for that attorney’s
expertise, not for him or her to shove the work off onto inexperienced and untrained in the law
staff members.
Most of all, we like our clients and we hope they truly like us. We hope that you will feel
the same way about your attorney.
We invite you to visit our website at http://www.SebastianGibsonLaw.com and call us if
you’ve been seriously injured in a personal injury auto, pedestrian, bicycle, car, truck or
motorcycle accident or if you’ve lost a loved one in a wrongful death or if you or a family
member has been bitten or attacked by a dog or other animal and need to retain an attorney.

